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" Introduction for operations and meet federal, state and local
regulations. There are four areas within the

The Department of Energy's Office of Technolo- WFO program; the Mixed Waste Treatment Pro-
gy Development has initiated a Robotics Tech- ject, Stored Waste, the Waste Isolation Pilot
nology Development Program that includes Plant and Remote Size Reduction.

o technology aimed at DOE Waste Facilities Oper-
- _tions (WFO). Much of this technology may also Mixed Waste Treatment Project

i oe applicable to waste facilities outside of DOE

_ and will be available for use. This is a team ef- In support of the Mixed Waste Treatment Project
fort of several DOE Laboratories and Sites. The this program will install a graphical interface on
WFO team includes the Savannah River Tech- an eight degree-of-freedom gantry robot sys-
nology Center, Sandia National Laboratories, tem. The robot system is composed of a CIM-
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Idaho National CORP XR gantry robot with three degrees of
Engineering Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore freedom, supporting a jointed arm vith five de-
National Laboratory, the Fernald Environmental grees of freedom. The arm is a modified PAR
Management Project and the Waste Isolation Pi- 6000 manipulator design with joint position and
lot Plant. velocity feedback. The gantry system has a

work envelope of approximately 20 feet by 20
DOE has waste facilities currently in operation at feet by 80 feet, the gantry has a lifting capacity
many sites and many more of these facilities are of 2,000 pounds and the arm has a lifting ca-
planned as part of the DOE site cleanup effort, pacity of 300 pounds, lt also has Applied Ro-
As the cleanup continues, existing facilities and botics electrically-actuated tool changers that
new facilities will be taxed with an increasing will allow it to pick up a REMOTEC RM-10A ma-
volume of waste, more varied waste streams, nipulator with the gantry or many different tools

i more complex processing requirements, more with the arm. The work envelope, lifting capaci-

challenging waste characteristics, more strin- ties and multiple tool capabilities make this sys-gent waste form criteria, and stricter regulations, tem appropriate for a waste treatment facility.

i The WFO Robotics Technology DevelopmentProgram will address these challenges by de- The graphical interface that will be implemented

ii veloping robotic systems technology that will be on this gantry robot system will include a real-safer, better, faster and cheaper than existing time simulation system, IGRIP by Deneb, with
t technology. The goals of this technology devel- the Low Level Teleoperator Interface (LLTI),

opment are to remove hdmans from both radio- running on a Silicon Graphics 310 VGX wo-
logically and physically dangerous environme- rkstation. IGRIP will interface with a Real-time
nts in waste facilities, improve the quality and Path Modification (RPM)board in the CIMCORP
quality assurance of operations, increase the robot controller through a VME system running
throughput of operations, increase the flexibility VxWorks real-time operating system software.
of facilities, reduce the manpower requirements This system will provide task planning through
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. simulaiion, collision avoidance for known ob- Swing-free, operator-in-the-loop control of a
jects in the simulation, graphical programming standard AC crane will be developed. Swing-
and improved operator percep-:ionfor the Mixed free control eliminates the swinging of a load in-
Waste Treatment Project and other remotely- duced by movement with standard gantry
operated facilities for increased throughput and cranes. This reduces potential damage caused
decreased maintenance. Task planning will al- by swinging loads, but it's primary advantage is
low the operator to observe and modify planned a significant reduction in the time required for
programs on the 3-D simulation to assure they movement of loads in waste facilities. This
are correct before they are downloaded to the technology has been demonstrated under pro-
robot for execution. The simulation will detect grammed control on a gantry robot and on a
impending collisions with known objects in the special DC motor-driven crane in previous Ro-
work envelope and stop the robot or modify its botics Technology Development Program ef-
path to avoid collisions. This collision avoid- forts. This technology will be extended to stan-
ance will function with the robot in automatic dard AC cranes, first on a single axis and then
control of under manual control. Graphical pro- with both axes. Technology for swing-free op-
gramming will free the operator from program- eration under typical manual control (operator-
ming the robot in the conventional manner by in-the-loop) will also be developed. This is be-
typing in programming code. The operator will ing implemented on a gantry robot initially, but
be able to program the robot by using a menu will also be applied to the AC crane.
available on the simulation screen and selec-
tion of teach points and tools by pointing and A huge volume of drums and liners at DOE sites
clicking on the appropriate points or tools on the must be opened to remove the waste for char-
simulation screen. This will simplify and speed acterization, treatment and disposition. The
up the programming process. The simulation drums will contain mostly low-level radioactive
will also allow the operator to view the robot in waste, mixed waste, and hazardous waste. Re-
real time from any position or angle, some of mote drum opening and waste removal would
which may be very useful, but difficult or impos- be safer, generate less protective clothing
sible with cameras, waste and probably be faster as weil. The WFO

program will design and develop an experi-
Most of the waste items stored in drums and mental remote drum opening and emptying
boxes are wrapped in multiple layers of plastic testbed. The testbed will provide a facility to
film. This makes identification difficult without compare different equipment and techniques to
removal of the layers of film. Remote sensors remotely open a 55-gallon drum, remotely open
manipulated by a robotic arm will be developed the 90 mil thick liner and remove the contents.
to allow near real-time characterization of waste The results of these tests can then be used to
items without removai of the film and exposure guide the design of DOE waste facilities.
to personnel. These sensors will also provide
faster and more reliable results than manual Stored Waste
methods. They will measure the intensity and
type of radiatlon, type of metal and other charac- In Stored Waste the team will develop a mobile
teristics necessary for segregation, treatment robot for remote inspection and survey in typical
and disposition of the waste. This will be stored waste facilities. Most of the waste stored
coupled with machine vision to enhance remote in these facilities is in drums stacked up to five
handling of items by making automatic manipu- levels high. Cost considerations in these facili-
lation for sorting possible. Also, as an alterna- ties demand the minimum width for aisles to
tive to mechanical master/slave manipulators, a provide the highest facility utilization. The aisle
heavy-duty hydraulic manipulator with force- width is generally 36 inches, but one site uses
reflection will be tested to sort simulated waste, aisles that are 26 inches wide. Weekly inspec-
lt is anticipated that reduced operator fatigue tions of the stored waste is required. The tech-
and increased throughput will result, nology developed will be aimed at autonomous

navigation and clara collection in the narrow
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• aisles in existing facilities and expected in new Remote Size Reduction
facilities. The robot will capture a video image
of each drum and store the images in a comput- Remote Size Reduction will be required in
er system. An image of a deteriorated or dam- many waste facilities as well as in decommis-
aged drum can be compared on the computer sioning and buried waste retrieval. Plasma arc
screen with previous images of the same drum. cutting is the leading process for size reduction
This will meet the weekly inspection requireme- of metal equipment and components. This pro-
nts for stored waste with minimum exposure to gram will continue the development of technol-
personnel and Provide auditable documentation ogy for automatic parameter control of plasma
of the inspection. In the future the images will arc cutting. Both force control and laser based
also be analyzed with a machine vision •system control will be developed to control standoff dis-
to identify any suspicious drums and present tance during cutting. This technology will be
only those images to the operator. The robot demonstrated on a hydraulic-powered, jointed
will also carry a sensor package to survey for ra- arm manipulator that would be appropriate for a
dioactive contamination in the aisle, lt will warn mobile vehicle or gantry mounted for size re-
operators of high levels of alpha particles and duction of buried waste or in decommissioning
beta/gamma radiation and generate a map of activities. The technology will also be demon-
alpha contamination and radiation levels. This strated on an electric-powered gantry robot that
will allow early detection of spills and other would be appropriate for waste handling facili-
problems for early remediation as well as pro- ties. Sensor-based control to provide optimum

, vide detection of contamination and background speed of cutting will also be developed. This
"_. level trends, technology will provide increased reliability of

the process and increased speed of operation= Waste Isolation Pilot Plant while ensuring complete cut through of materi-
al. Details of this work are included in a separ-

This program will assist the Waste Isolation Pilot ate paper.
Plant (WIPP)in concept and technology devel-
opment for TRUpact handling operations, re- Conclusion
mote tunnel inspection, emergency response
equipment and remote waste retrieval. Tech- The DQE Office of Technology Development ro-
nology for dramatically increasing throughput of botics program will be developing technologies
TRUpact handling operations and reducing ra- that can make DQE waste operations facilities
diation exposure during radiological survey will safer, more efficient, more productive and more
be developed and demonstrated. WIPP is cur- accountable. This technology will be available
rently using a Cybermotion K2A mobile robot for for transfer from DOE to industry.
remote tunnel inspection. The tunnels constant-
ly shrink in size because of the plastic nature of

| the salt. Human entry is also not allowed in

i some of the experimental tunnels. Technology The information contained in this paper was de-
for improved tunnel inspection will be devel- veloped during the course of work done under
oped to improve quality and documentation of Contract No. DE-AC09-89SR18035 with the
data and increase reliabilityl This will include U.S. Department of Energy.
technology for producing 3-D maps of the tun-
nels. Specifications will be developed for an
emergency response vehicle for use in initial
deployment for situation evaluation in an emer-
gency at the WIPP facility. The WFO robotics
program has also provided a remote-controlled
lift truck and remote-controlled front-end loader
and backhoe for demonstration of available
equipment for remote waste retrieval at WIPP.
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